The SPLC's Steering Committee provides a valuable “sounding board” of educators in the field to keep the Board and staff updated on developments at the campus level.

The SPLC is a 501(c)(3) nonprofit. Copies of the SPLC’s IRS Form 990 report are available on request or at www.guidestar.org.

THE SPLC’S ATTORNEY REFERAL NETWORK

Attorneys with Lathrop & Gage per- studied an Illinois judge to throw out a subpoena to the Loyola University Chicago flagship student newspaper. Blaine Kimrey and Bryan Clark of Lathrop’s Chicago office persuaded an Illinois judge to throw out a subpoena to the Loyola University Chicago flagship student newspaper. Blaine Kimrey and Bryan Clark of Lathrop’s Chicago office persuaded an Illinois judge to throw out a subpoena to the Loyola University Chicago flagship student newspaper. Blaine Kimrey and Bryan Clark of Lathrop’s Chicago office persuaded an Illinois judge to throw out a subpoena to the Loyola University Chicago flagship student newspaper. Blaine Kimrey and Bryan Clark of Lathrop’s Chicago office.

LANGE V. DIETZ

With the SPLC's support, Iowa judge Ben Lange got his record cleared of an unwarranted disciplinary write-up for refusing to illegally censor a harmless “April Fool’s” parody edition that poked fun at the school dress code and other obvious targets. The unanimous ruling in Lange's favor from the Iowa Court of Appeals was the first test of that state's student media right to receive information.

BROWN V. ENTERTAINMENT MERCHANTS ASSOCIATION

The SPLC was part of a coalition of First Amendment advocates that secured a key Supreme Court victory in a case ruling that a new California law against selling violent video games to minors. While the case did not directly involve journalism, it marked the Supreme Court's clearest affirmation that all audiences – even teenagers – have a constitution right to receive information.
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The people at SPLC get themselves deeply involved in fighting for and helping student journalists stand up for their rights. The Helmsman is extremely thankful to have SPLC as a resource because they've played a crucial role in us continuing to inform the public of crucial campus information.
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The SPLC’s nationwide network of volunteer attorneys is the backbone of the Center’s advocacy work, providing responsive service from some of America’s best lawyers free of charge.

Among those who took on cases during 2011 are:

AMBRIA DORAN, NIGEL AVIJE
Davis Wright Tremaine LLP
Seattle

SALLY FRANK
Drake University Legal Clinic
Des Moines, IA

SANDRA L. MICHAELS
Martin Brothers, P.C.
Atlanta

WAYNE I. POLLOCK
Dechert LLP
Philadelphia, PA

GREG SMITH
Law Offices of Gregory S. Smith
Washington, D.C.

DAWN VANFASSEL
Madson Edelman Roman & Brand, LLP
Minneapolis
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AP Style and the inaudible press. It's about truth, leadership, judgment, and empowerment. It's about developing the citizens we need to live and live beside as our neighbors.

Your editor should remind the students that what goes on in student newsrooms is about much more than what happens in the classroom. What goes on in student newsrooms is about much more than how students handle the mundane tasks of publishing a newspaper. We take for granted the ability to read and judge the content of student newspapers. But we should not.

The SPLC received 3.85 million page views in May 2011. This is a testament to the power of the written word and a reminder of the need for legal protection of student journalists.